Nourish™ was developed in consultation with leading healthcare professionals. It is an innovative, state-of-the-art patient chair that offers unique features to accommodate a variety of body types, sizes and mobility issues. To facilitate safe patient transfer, each arm can easily be raised allowing horizontal movement in and out of the chair.

Seating shown in Maharam Tread, Cowry with Platinum frame and in Mayer Silverweave FR, Baltic with back in Mayer Rain Dance, Lake and Tungsten frame. Armrests shown in Platinum.
A better care experience

Many Nourish models feature height adjustable legs that enhance user comfort for various body types. Housekeeping and infection prevention control will appreciate the hassle-free maintenance and clean design. Nourish the body with the perfect patient chair.
A closer look

Optional easy grip push bar to assist in ease of movement (not shown)

Concealed Schukra depth adjustable headrest (available on select models)

Contoured back support alleviates pressure

Schukra depth adjustable lumbar support for additional comfort (available on select models)

Patient transfer arms provide easy access for less mobile users who need help being transferred to or from the chair

Self-skinned urethane (SSU) armcaps are durable, moisture resistant and soft to the touch

Seating available in 17”-20” and 20”-23” seat height ranges

Contoured high density Ultracell foam seat cushion with waterfall seamless front edge helps relieve pressure points

Footstool is angled to alleviate leg stress and provide comfort (sold separately)

Footstool nests under chair (all heights) to prevent obstruction when not in use

Rear tip and move wheels allow easy and safe relocation of chair

Height adjustable legs allow 3” seat height range adjustability and seat angle adjustment (not available on bariatric chair, chair on four wheels or footstool)
It’s in the details

Features and options

Patient transfer arms fold out of the way when the trigger is released and allow horizontal movement in and out of the chair.

Concealed Schukra adjustable headrest support for easy adjustment and individual comfort (on select models).

Easy grip push bar to assist in ease of movement of the chair (optional).

Concealed Schukra adjustable lumbar support (on select models).

3” height adjustable legs with preset locking pin.

Please visit globalfurnituregroup.com for additional product information including environmental certifications.

Cover: Seating shown in Maharam Tread, Cowry with Platinum frame. Armcaps shown in Platinum.